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ALC Game Rules – Additional Information Shamrock 

ENGLISH SLOTS 

 

Game Help and Paytable are available within game. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Double Jackpot Symbol is Wild! 

The Double Jackpot symbol is wild and substitutes for any symbol except Bonus to make a winning 

combination. One Double Jackpot pays 2X winning combination except for progressive prizes. Two 

Double Jackpots pays 4X winning combination except for progressive prizes. Double Jackpot symbols do 

not multiply progressive prizes. 

Free Spin Bonus 

Bonus symbol is a scattered symbol. Three Bonus symbols landing scattered awards 4X total bet and 8 

free spins. During free spins, only the bonus progressives are available. Free spins can retrigger and 

award the same prizes as the initial trigger. 48 is the maximum number of free spins. Reels are weighted 

differently during the Free Spin Bonus. 

Progressive Jackpots 

Certain winning combinations award progressive prizes. Progressive triggering symbols must land on 

active paylines to award progressives. Three Double Jackpot symbols on payline 9 awards the top base 

game progressive tier. Three Double Jackpot symbols on paylines 1 to 8 awards the middle base game 

progressive tier. Three 777's on any payline awards the bottom base game progressive tier. 

The following three bonus progressives are available only during free spins. Three Double Jackpot 

symbols on payline 9 awards the top bonus progressive. Three Double Jackpot symbols on paylines 1 to 

8 awards the middle bonus progressive. Three 777's on any payline awards bottom bonus progressive. 

Progressive tiers are funded by a percentage of all wagers. 

Interrupted Game 

In the event of disconnection, an interrupted bonus feature may be resumed immediately by starting 

the game again. The results of a completed reel spin (where display of the visual result was interrupted) 

will not be re-displayed within the game but may be reviewed in My Transaction History. 

Any amount wagered on an unfinished spin will remain paused until you either complete the game, the 

game is voided, or it’s auto completed within 24 to 48 hours. When an unfinished spin is voided, your 

bet will be refunded to your account.  

 Game History 

The result of a completed game may be viewed in My Transaction History immediately after closing the 

game window. Results of unfinished games are not displayed in My Transaction History. 
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 Expected Payback 

The theoretical average return to player (RTP) is 95.38 – 95.94%. This RTP represents the long-term 

expected payback of the game which has been calculated by an independent testing lab. Bet settings 

determine the RTP percentage range; adjusting the bet settings to the maximum number of lines, bet 

levels, or bet multipliers provides the maximum RTP.    
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